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I have reviewed the Interior Design 30 Curriculum Guideline (SK, 1999).  (This is a revision 

of a curriculum guide first published in 1983.)  A marked-up copy of this document, flagging 

the required outcomes and relevant details, is provided with this course outline. 

This course will be delivered entirely online, scrupulously following a course package 

prepared by EdCentre.  I will edit course content to enhance the content quality and 

improve the relevance for the Adult Learners presently enrolled.  I will use the existing task 

assignments and marking schemes as they are established within the Moodle platform. 

Mathematics will be incorporated wherever it is practical to do so, including:  mensuration, 

spatial geometry, unit conversions, and budgeting.  These exercises will be ancillary to the 

Bridging Mathematics course that the Learners are also enrolled in.   

Researching, recording, and organizing relevant information into database collections will be 

required, as will be communicating information orally, in written documents, in drawings, 

and by using other media, using the vernacular of the occupational area.  Also required will 

be portfolio development projects and career exploration activities.  All of these exercises 

will be ancillary to the English Language Arts 10A course that the Learners are also enrolled 

in. 

Were I delivering this course with a group of ABE Learners in a face-to-face laboratory and 

field setting, or developing an online course from scratch, I would utilize a hands-on 

approach focussed on real-world project based learning activities.  

With this, I would emphasize the Human Factors approach articulated by Dreyfuss, by 

reviewing documents such as:  Technical Design Requirements for Alberta Infrastructure 

Facilities, 2019.  All design treatments must fit the occupants, first and foremost. 

The use of various software apps for interior design would be emphasized, as these are so 

commonly used within the industry and readily available at no cost.  Gridded flipchart 

sheets with scaled object cut-outs would also be used for project layouts, nonetheless. 

Stretching out, I would use a group critiqued project process for preparation of contest 

submissions for low cost/maximal benefit housing interior designs that might be utilized in 

their home communities. 

I have posted a database to support this intended course online at:  Interior Design. 

Marks distribution proposed would be: 

Projects    50% 

Communications   25% 

Vocabulary Development  15% 

Math Skills Development  10%   
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